The beam-cavity instability threshold as given by Since the tune is normally controlled to maintain 'L near zero it may be useful to plot the stability limits versus the loading phase angle (Fig. 3) .
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For 'pB = +30°, the beam power exceeds cavity power for Y > 2, the instability limit for 'L = 0. Although this limit can be raised by increasing 'L, and goes to infinity for 'L > 'B, the stability margin is insufficient in practice if the PB < P0 limit is exceeded. For Experience and analysis4 show a dramatic increase in the instability threshold. This scheme has been successfully applied in the CERN PS and PSB. The instability threshold can probably be raised an order of magnitude. It is difficult to apply this scheme while the frequency is varying.
AMipif ier Feedba£1
By subtracting a fraction of the RF gap voltage from the drive signal at an appropriate point in the amplifier drive chain (Fig. 4a) In most proton accelerators, the fast sweep rate, relatively low Q cavities, and low synchrotron frequency imply that the required tuning feedback loop does not fulfil the slow conditions (6). In fact, if wT/ws > 2ws/o, the z -Y stability diagram becomes inverted with respect to the sign of pZ, so the synchrotron dipole motion (n = 0, m = 1) is unstable for (L = 0, even for low relative beam loading2. The additional strong damping from a beam-cavity phase feedback -loo ensures stability for any pZ t while an additional AVC feedback loo0 controls the amplitude of the generator given by (2) to maintain the desired cavity voltage V independent of varying beam loading. Minimum generator current is ensured automatically by the tuning loop, which controls the loading phase angle L and thus ensures reactive compensation for a varying beam loading.
The beam-cavity interaction is thus strongly modified by the feedback loops, so the Robinson criterion (4) no longer applies. Experience and analysis2 show, however, that stability is lost for Y > 2 to 3, a threshold comparable to the Robinson high current limit. Stability is lost due to the appearance of dominant crosscouplings between the feedback loops, partly due to the geometry of the vectors (Fig. 1) , and partly due to the way phase and amplitude modulations are transmitted through the detuned cavity.
Low Level Feedforward Compensation4
An RF signal proportional to I is added in B the low level drive chain such that it gives a contribution to 1G equal to the beam RF current IB * but with opposite phase. The steady state conditions, (1) and (2) , are nevertheless unchanged, so no extra RF power is needed. Only the way the IG vector is controlled by the AVC and phase feedback loops is changed, resulting in a reduced crosscoupling from the vector geometry. 
